Literacy
Book: Poems The Snail and The Whale
Key Skills:
- To develop a pleasure in reading,
motivation to read, vocabulary and
understanding by learning to appreciate
poems.
- Ensure letter formation is correct and
address accordingly.
Ideas: Class poem, shape poems, act
poems.
Computing
Topic: Online safely
Key Skills: Log in safely and
securely.
Ideas: Create an account with
Purple Mash and explore what
you can do on it.

IVRIT
Topic: Where Do I Live?
Key Skills:
Understand a range of familiar spoken
words and phrases.
Says three word sentences including in
response to questions.
Use masculine and feminine genders
appropriately.
Answers simple questions and gives basic
information.
Imitates correct pronunciation with some
success.
Use some singular adjectives.

Numeracy
Topics: Multiples of 2, 5 and 10. measurement of length,
height, weight and volume.- review concepts from Spring 1
and 2
Key Skills:
- Count in multiples of twos, fives and tens.
- Compare, describe and solve practical problems for lengths
and heights.
- Begin to record mass/ weight, capacity and volume.
- Use subject related vocabulary to describe the
measurement.
Ideas: Use of rulers, metre sticks, measuring cups and scales.

Summer Term 1
Year 1
2021
Music

Exploring duration of sounds
Humanities (History/Geography)
Topic: Queen Elizabeth 1 and 2
Key Skills:
- Talk, write and draw about aspects of the past.
- Sort artefacts from then and now.
- Ask and answer relevant questions about the past.
- Identify some similarities and differences between ways of
life in different periods.
PE
Topic: Football
Key Skills: Spatial awareness, control of the ball.
Ideas: Mini tournament and relay races.

Science
Topic: Plants
Key Skills:
- Perform simple tests.
- Gather and record data to help in
answering questions.
- Identify and name a variety of
common wild and garden plants.
- Identify and describe the basic
structure of a variety of common
flowing plants, including trees.
Ideas: plant tomatoes and watch them
grow in different environments.
Art/DTTopic: Nature Sculpture
Key Skills: Recapping mark
making, drawing skills and artist
analysis. Exploring different types
of sculpture in nature. Focus on
different materials and media
including clay, paper, textures.
Ideas: Children to explore and
create sculpture and 3D art with a link
to nature and wildlife.

PSHE and FBV
Topic: Fairness
Key Skills:
- Reflect on similarities and
differences
- recognise right from wrong
- Recognise what is fair and unfair

